Many data analysis tasks rely on the abstraction of a graph to represent relations between entities, with attributes on the nodes and edges. Since the relationships encoded are often sensitive, we seek effective ways to release representative graphs which nevertheless protect the privacy of the data subjects. Prior work on this topic has focused primarily on the graph structure in isolation, and has not provided ways to handle richer graphs with correlated attributes.
INTRODUCTION
Social network analysis (SNA) is an important tool with diverse applications, from marketing to counter-terrorism to the prediction of disease outbreaks. Recent years have seen massive growth in online social networking, which has created unique opportunities for SNA at unprecedented scales. Although the vast stores of social data hold great potential for research, they also present significant concerns for privacy. Social networks encode complex relationships among individuals (e.g., friendships, aquaintances, sexual relationships, disease transmission), which may be sensitive. Moreover, the nodes (e.g., users) in real-world social networks may be associated with various sensitive attributes, such as age, location or sexual preference. In order for the full benefit of SNA to be realized, effective privacy-preserving analysis techniques for this type of data are critical.
Much prior research on privacy for SNA has focused on graph anonymization techniques (e.g., [17, 38, 39] ). Unfortunately, such approaches are now known to be vulnerable to deanonymization attacks (e.g., [1, 24] ). Consequently, recent efforts have sought to provide the more rigorous guarantees of differential privacy for graph analysis. Two directions have emerged: (1) methods for privately computing specific statistics over sensitive graphs, such as Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. degree distribution [11] , subgraph counting [13, 2] , clustering coefficient [35] , and frequent subgraph mining [33] ; and (2) private graph release, which typically involves (privately) fitting a generative graph model to input graphs in order to sample a synthetic graph, which can be used in analyses as a proxy for a real input graph (e.g., [23, 30, 34, 4, 36, 18, 29] ). We follow this latter approach. Specifically, we address the important challenge of privately modeling social graphs in which the vertices have sensitive attributes that are correlated with the structure of the graph. Our goal is to generate synthetic graphs that mimic an input graph in terms of these important characteristics and that can be published without compromising the privacy of the individuals and relationships described in the input graph.
Three important motivations for producing a synthetic graph are highlighted by Hay [9] : (1) first, some analyses require running complex algorithms or simulations over actual network data, rather than via statistics. Using synthetic graphs in place of the true input allows an analyst to protect privacy without needing to analyze the privacy properties of each algorithmic approach; (2) synthetic graphs facilitate "exploratory, open-ended, and iterative" analyses, which can be very difficult to accommodate directly on an input graph with limited privacy budget under differential privacy; and (3) it eliminates the need to share the details of proprietary analyses with the data owner.
Existing work on differentially private graph learning and synthesis (cited above) has focused on modeling network structure alone, without taking into account vertex attributes and their correlations with graph structure. However, real-world graphs have vertex attributes and do exhibit such correlations. For example, in social graphs, user nodes often have many attributes such as age, gender, sexual preference, etc. and are well known to exhibit homophily, or the tendency for nodes with similar attributes to form connections [20] . Existing differentially private graph models do not capture such properties. However, there are many relevant analyses that rely on the presence of these correlations. In the field of relational machine learning, such correlations are exploited to predict missing or future attribute values; information diffusion in social networks has been shown to be influenced by both the graph structure as well as the attributes of the nodes.
In this work, we develop a differentially private framework for synthesizing attributed social graphs to mimic the structure and attribute correlations observed in an input graph. Our solution prevents disclosure of individual relationships (edges) and node attribute values associated with the individuals in the input graph. This is the first differentially private approach that targets both structural properties and attribute correlations.
To this end, we adapt the recent Attributed Graph Model (AGM) of Pfeiffer et al. [27] to add strong differential privacy guarantees while preserving the utility of the synthesized graphs. AGM models a social network using three sets of parameters that describe (1) the distribution of attributes over the nodes, (2) the correlations between node attributes and edges, and (3) the modeling parameters for an underlying generative structural model. We show how to effectively compute each of these model parameters under differential privacy. While satisfying differential privacy for the attribute distribution is relatively straightforward, the other two sets of parameters present a significant challenge. Modeling the attribute correlations involves computing the fraction of edges that exist between nodes with every possible attribute configuration. Changing the attribute values associated with a single node can change many of these values, depending on the degree of the node. This translates to a high global sensitivity and standard techniques, such as the Laplace mechanism, will destroy utility. We propose a novel application of the the notion of edge truncation to avoid this problem, and show that it is superior to the more standard approaches of smooth sensitivity and sample-and-aggregate.
To capture the structural properties of the input graph, AGM incorporates an underlying generative structural model. Although several prior works have focused on extending existing structural models to satisfy differential privacy, none of these models sufficiently capture properties of typical networks, which are characterized by heavy tailed degree sequences and large amounts of clustering. Moreover, methods that do attempt to capture this structure appear less amenable to differential privacy. In response, we propose a new structural model, called TriCycLe, that captures the degree distribution and clustering coefficients of a social network, and is parameterized by statistics for which good differentially private estimators can be found. Specifically, TriCycLe extends the simple Chung-Lu random graph model with a triangle construction phase, in which existing edges in the Chung-Lu graph are iteratively rewired to create approximately the same number of triangles observed in the input graph. The model parameters are the triangle count and degree sequence of the input graph, both of which can be accurately estimated under differential privacy. We integrate this new model into AGM and outline the end-to-end workflow for generating differentially private synthetic graphs.
We evaluate the efficacy of the proposed framework on four realworld social network datasets and demonstrate that it is able to produce synthetic graphs that accurately mimic the structure and attribute correlations of an input graph, while also ensuring a strong level of privacy.
Outline. In the next section, we describe our problem and setting in more detail and introduce notation; we also provide an overview of AGM, the attributed graph model that we adapt to satisfy differential privacy. In Section 3 we present our approach for computing differentially private estimates of the three sets of modeling parameters used by AGM. In Section 4 we put the pieces together and outline the end-to-end workflow for synthesizing differentially private attributed graphs. Section 5 presents our experimental study on four real-world datasets. Related work and conclusions are in Sections 6 and 7 respectively.
PRELIMINARIES

Setting and Notation
We represent a social network (social graph) as an attributed simple graph (i.e., undirected, unweighted edges with no multiple or self-edges) denoted by the triple G = (N, E, X). We use the terms network and graph interchangeably in the rest of the paper. N = {v 1 , . . . , v n } is a set of vertices (nodes), where each node typ- Number of triangles in a graph S Unordered degree sequence of a graph ically represents a person or user. We assume that the number of nodes, n, is publicly known. E = {e 1 , . . . , e m } is a set of edges, where we write e i j to refer to an undirected edge between nodes v i and v j (i.e., e i j ≡ e ji and e i j ∈ E iff e ji ∈ E). We write Γ(v i ) to mean the set of v i 's neighbors, i.e., Γ(v i ) = {v j ∈ N|e i j ∈ E}, and we use d i = |Γ(v i )| to denote the degree of v i . X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } is a set of w-dimensional attribute vectors, where the vector x i = x i1 , . . . , x iw contains the attributes associated with node v i . In what follows, we assume that attributes are binary, i.e, x i ∈ {0, 1} w ; however, the ideas easily extend to attributes with larger domains. Table 1 summarizes the notation introduced above, as well as other notation frequently used throughout this paper. We sometimes augment the notation with a superscript to explicitly connect the notation with a specific graph, e.g., N (G 1 ) refers to the set of nodes of graph G 1 and d
to the degree of node v i ∈ N (G 1 ) .
Attributed Graph Model (AGM)
In this work, we extend the recent Attributed Graph Model (AGM) of Pfeiffer et al. [27] to enable generation of synthetic graphs with formal differential privacy guarantees. AGM is capable of capturing both the structure and attribute correlations of a given input graph and efficiently sampling graphs from the learned model.
To simplify notation in the rest of the paper, we first define two functions to map a node attribute vector or an undirected edge to a unique integer. We use f w (x i ) to denote the function that maps maps a w-dimensional attribute vector x i bijectively to an element of the set Y w . We write F w (x i , x j ) to mean the function that maps a pair of attribute vectors x i , x j associated with an edge to an element of Y F w , ignoring the direction of the edge. AGM models graphs using parameters Θ X , Θ M , and Θ F :
1. A set of attribute parameters Θ X is used for modeling the distribution of attributes on the vertices, i.e., Pr[X|Θ X ]. Θ X is computed from graph G as:
, ∀ y∈Y w , where [·] = 1 if the statement within the brackets evaluates to true, and 0 otherwise. In other words, Θ X (y) is the fraction of total nodes whose attribute vectors are encoded as y. 
A set of edge parameters
, where E i j ∈ {0, 1} denotes a binary random variable such that E i j = 1 means e i j ∈ E. Note that graphs generated by M are independent of X (i.e., the node attribute vectors).
3. Θ F is the set of parameters for modeling the correlations between attributes and edges, Pr[
We can construct Θ F from G as:
. In other words, Θ F (y) is the fraction of all edges that connect two nodes whose associated pair of node attribute vectors is encoded as y.
Given the three sets of parameters, the procedure to generate a synthetic graph is relatively straightforward. We create a fresh set of nodes N of the desired size, and sample a new set of attribute vectors X for the nodes in N independently from Pr[X|Θ X ]. Next, we sample a graph G based on Pr[
It is not convenient to sample from this distribution directly, so instead the approach of accept/reject sampling can be used. Essentially, the randomly produced attribute correlations observed in the generated graph are used to derive acceptance probabilities, which are in turn used to generate a new output graph [26] .
Differential Privacy
The tools of differential privacy [7, 8] are by now well-known, so we give only a short summary of the main concepts. It provides a statistical notion of privacy, based on the concept of neighboring data sets, which differ in at most one element. We write D ∼ D to indicate that datasets D and D are neighbors.
A randomized algorithm (mechanism) M is said to be differentially private (DP) if the probability distribution M(D) on any data set D is approximately the same as M(D ), up to a factor of e ε , for every D ∼ D . In other words, the algorithm's behavior should be (mostly) insensitive to the presence or absence of any one tuple in the input. Here, ε > 0 is a publicly known privacy parameter that controls the strength of the differential privacy guarantee: a larger ε yields weaker privacy, while a smaller ε leads to stronger privacy.
For real valued functions, i.e., f : D → R d , the most common way to satisfy differential privacy is to inject carefully chosen random noise into the output. The magnitude of the noise is adjusted according to the global sensitivity of the function, defined as
. This measures the maximum extent to which any one tuple in the input can affect the output. A function f can be made ε-differentially private by adding random noise drawn from the Laplace distribution with mean zero and scale λ = ∆ f ε , denoted Lap(λ ), to its output. Global sensitivity can be too blunt a tool when a few rare inputs can push up its value. Smooth sensitivity adapts the notion of sensitivity to the given data [25] . For β > 0, the β -smooth sensitivity of a function f at
where d(D, D ) is the distance between D and D , i.e., the number of additions or deletions needed to turn D into D . Adding noise from Lap
satisfies the slightly weaker model of (ε, δ )-differential privacy, where β = ε/2 ln(1/δ ) [25] . Smooth sensitivity has proven useful for certain tasks, such as the median and minimum spanning tree [25] and various graph analysis tasks [35] . But it is non-trivial to compute for arbitrary functions, in general; moreover, it can also be computationally hard to compute for some functions (e.g., [18] ).
Properties of Differential Privacy. When multiple differentially private outputs are combined, there are simple rules for reasoning about the privacy level that results. The most basic is sequential composition [21] . If we run k mechanisms M 1 , . . . , M k on an input D in sequence and each independently satisfies ε i -differential privacy, then the full output is ε -differentially private, where ε = ∑ k i=1 ε i . That is, the privacy loss accumulates linearly. More strongly, if the mechanisms are applied to a set of disjoint inputs, the resulting sequence of computations is (max i ε i )-differentially private. Lastly, any post-processing of the output of a DP algorithm does not impact the privacy guarantee [15] . Using these composition theorems, one can easily construct complex differentially private algorithms from individual differentially private components.
Differential Privacy for Attributed Graphs
Differential privacy was originally defined in the context of tabular data, where each row corresponds to an individual, so neighboring datasets differ in the presence of one individual [7, 8] . Translating differential privacy to the graph analysis domain requires defining what it means for two graphs to be neighboring. Most prior work in this area considers two graphs to be neighboring if they differ in the presence of a single edge; that is, given a graph G, the neighboring graph G is formed by adding (or deleting) any one edge to (from) G. This edge-differential privacy [11] definition protects individual relationships from disclosure-an adversary will not be able to determine with high probability whether an edge exists between any pair of nodes (in the input graph).
Unlike most prior work (apart from [2] ), we concentrate on graphs that have one or more attributes associated with each node. Edgedifferential privacy is only concerned with edges; however, node attributes are typically highly sensitive as well, and should be protected. Thus, we adopt a notion for neighboring graphs from [2] .
DEFINITION 1 (EDGE-ADJACENT ATTRIBUTED GRAPHS).
Two attributed graphs G, G are said to be edge-adjacent (or neighboring) if they differ in the presence of a single edge or in the attribute vector associated with a single node.
A core challenge is that the sensitivities of many graph-structural analyses are proportional to the number of nodes, n, since the impact of a node often depends on its degree, which is bounded by n − 1. For example, in the subgraph counting task the goal is to count the number of subgraphs of a distinct shape (e.g., triangles) contained in a graph; in the worst case, it is possible to have a graph where the addition of a single edge could complete n − 2 triangles.
COMPUTING MODEL PARAMETERS
In this section, we extend AGM to enforce differential privacy for the synthesized graphs. To do so, we develop procedures for learning differentially private approximations for each of the three model parameters, based on the sensitive input graph. Having approximated the model parameters in a differentially private way, we can then use them with the sampling algorithm (Section 2.2) to obtain a synthetic graph that closely approximates the input graph without loss of privacy. For clarity of exposition, formal descriptions of algorithms and their proofs are postponed to Appendix C.
Attribute-Edge Correlations
Recall that the attribute correlation parameters Θ F describe the correlations observed between edges and node attributes in the input graph. Such correlations are a key characteristic of social graphs, which are well-known to exhibit phenomena such as homophily (the tendency for similar individuals to associate with one another). To compute Θ F , we first find the connection probabilities Θ F (y j ) =
, for each y j ∈ Y F w . Since we are assuming undirected graphs with w binary node attributes, we need to compute y = 2 w +1 2 connection probabilities. We can view the problem as computing a set of counting queries Q F = {q 1 , . . . , q y } that count the edges between nodes with a particular attribute configuration y i , i.e., q i = ∑ e jk ∈E [F w (x j , x k ) = y i ]. Probabilities can be derived from private counts by normalizing. However, while adding or removing a single edge only increases or decreases one count by at most one, changing the attributes of a single node can have a significant impact on many counts (depending on the degree of the node). In the language of differential privacy, this entails a large global sensitivity. In fact, a naïve attempt to satisfy differential privacy through a direct application of the Laplace mechanism (Section 2.3), e.g. by computing Q F and adding independent Laplace noise to each q i will completely destroy the utility of the value. To understand why, consider an input graph containing a degree n − 1 hub node; changing the attributes of this hub node will cause some subset of the counts to decrease by a total of n − 1 and another subset to increase by the same amount, which means the global sensitivity is 2n − 2. Therefore, achieving differential privacy with good utility in this setting will require either finding a way to exploit the fact that such worst case nodes are extremely rare in real-world networks, or somehow limiting the worst-case impact of a single node by way of a transformation applied to the input graph.
We introduce a new approach to this problem, based on the idea of edge truncation. This generates a private approximation of the set of connection counts Q F (i.e., noisy counts). These are then divided by their sum to get an approximation of the probability distribution Θ F . In Appendix B, we describe two alternate approaches based on the DP techniques of smooth sensitivity and sample-andaggregate, and show that edge truncation is preferable in practice.
Edge Truncation. Our approach enforces low global sensitivity by truncating high-degree nodes. The general idea of projecting an input graph of arbitrary degree onto the set of k-bounded graphsthat is, the set of graphs with degree at most k-was recently proposed in recent work [14, 2] . Specifically, [2] proposed a general edge truncation operation for transforming graphs in the edge adjacency model, which we extended to our task of computing Q F . DEFINITION 2 (EDGE TRUNCATION [2] ). Given a graph G and a truncation parameter k > 0, the truncation algorithm µ(G, k) starts by fixing a canonical ordering over all of the edges in E. Then, iterating through each edge e i j ∈ E in order, an edge is deleted if and only if d i > k or d j > k.
The notion of restricted sensitivity in [2] restricts the global sensitivity to consider just the set H k of graphs with degree at most k. An important subtlety is that transformations applied to the input graph, such as µ from Definition 2, may amplify the restricted sensitivity of a function that is executed on the resulting truncated graph. For a function f with restricted sensitivity RS f (H k ), it is shown in [2] that the algorithm that applies this truncation operation to G and then runs f on the truncated graph, i.e., A f (G, k) = f (µ(G, k)), has a global sensitivity of 3 · RS f (H k ). The factor of 3 arises as adding or removing a single edge, prior to truncation, results in a difference of up to three edges in the truncated graph [2] .
Our result improves over the general results in [2] . We show that for the special case of Q F the truncation operation is "for free", resulting in the global sensitivity being equal to the restricted sensitivity, which is 2k. The intuition is that, although the truncation routine can amplify the effects of an edge addition/deletion in the input graph, the global sensitivity is still dominated by the impact of changing an attribute vector, which is not affected by truncation. PROPOSITION 1. Let µ be the edge truncation algorithm of Definition 2 and let k > 1. The global sensitivity k) ), which truncates graph G then computes Q F over the resulting k-bounded graph, is 2k.
PROOF. By Definition 1, neighboring graphs differ in the presence of a single edge or in the attributes associated with one node. Let v i , v j be two nodes in input graph G such that d i = d j = k and no edge exists between v i and v j . Let G be the neighboring graph formed by adding edge e i j to G. Let O = e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e m be the canonical ordering of the edges in G and let O = O + e i j be the ordering for G . Finally, assume that e 0 = e rs and e 1 = e uv such that
their attribute values are different). Observe that the graph resulting from truncating G, µ(G, k), contains edges e 0 , e 1 since the nodes at both end points have degree ≤ k, by our assumption. On the other hand, truncating G results in both e 0 and e 1 being deleted, since at the time they are processed, both v r and v u have degree k + 1 in G . Moreover, by the time edge e i j is considered, both u and v will have degree ≤ k, so e i j will not be deleted. Also observe that all other edges that are deleted from G are also deleted from G and vice versa. Consequently, two of the connection counts will decrease by a total of two, while one count will increase by one. Therefore the outputs of µ(G, k) and µ(G , k) differ in exactly three edges. Now consider the case in which G and G are size n graphs and are identical except that the attribute vector associated with one node, say v i , is changed from x i to x i , such that f w (
First observe that the difference in the attribute vectors has no impact on the edges that are deleted by µ, since µ only looks at the degrees, and after truncation, v i will have degree k in both graphs. Since the attribute vector associated with v i is changed in G , the k edges incident to v i in µ(G , k) will now contribute to a different subset of the counts than the edges incident to u in µ(G, k); that is, one subset of the counts will increase by k and another disjoint subset will decrease by k, for a total difference of 2k. Finally, since 2k > 3 (for k > 1), the impact of changing the attributes of a single node dominates that of adding/removing an edge and we have GS(A µ,Q F ) = 2k.
We provide pseudocode for this procedure (Alg. 4), and prove its privacy properties (Thm. 7) in Appendix C. Compared to using smooth sensitivity (Appendix B), we expect this approach to perform better when k is close to the true maximum degree, since smooth sensitivity with the Laplace mechanism requires using ε/2, whereas we can use the full ε with this approach. However, directly using the true maximum degree to set k does not satisfy differential privacy. Moreover, social networks tend to have a power law degree distribution, and the average degree is significantly smaller than the maximum degree. Therefore, setting k d max , so that a few very high degree nodes are truncated while most nodes are untouched may give better performance due to the reduced sensitivity.
The best choice for k depends on ε and on the characteristics of the input graph; however, tuning k for the given input would consume privacy budget. Instead, we find that using the data-independent heuristic k = n 1 3 works well in practice (a similar heuristic is given in [2] ). A preliminary experiment to measure the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between the input Θ F and the noisy output over four datasets (described in Appendix A) is shown in Fig. 1 . Since realworld social networks tend to have power-law degree distributionsmeaning that only a small fraction of the nodes have very high degrees-this choice of k significantly lowers the sensitivity without deleting too many edges. For sufficiently large graphs (e.g., Pokec), the difference in error rates between the best k and the heuristically chosen k is negligible. Note that since n is assumed to be public in this work, setting k as a function of n does not affect the privacy guarantee of Thm. 7.
Node Attribute Distribution
The distribution of attributes on the nodes is modeled by Θ X . Recall that Y w is the set representing the 2 w possible attribute configurations that nodes can take, on a dataset with w binary attributes.
We compute Θ X as:
, for y i ∈ Y w . We can view the task of privately computing Θ X as answering a set of y = 2 w counting queries Q X = {q 1 , . . . , q y } (where
Here, we are counting disjoint sets of nodes, which has low global sensitivity. Observe that changing the attributes of a single node may, in the worst case, reduce at most one count q i ∈ Q X by one and increase another count q j by one, which means the global sensitivity is just 2. We are only counting nodes, so adding/removing edges has no impact on the counts. Therefore, we can obtain a private approximation of Θ X , denoted by Θ X , by computing counts on G, adding noise from Lap(0, 2/ε), and finally dividing the noisy counts by their sum. As with Θ F , we clamp the noisy counts to the range (0, n) before dividing by the sum. For completeness, pseudocode of this procedure (Alg. 5) and a proof of its privacy properties (Thm. 8) are provided in Appendix C.2.
Structural Model: TriCycLe
AGM requires an underlying generative graph model, M, to capture the structural properties of the input graph. M is responsible for proposing new edges, which AGM then accepts or rejects to achieve the desired attribute correlations as it constructs a synthetic graph. An attractive feature of AGM is that it supports the use of any generative structural model in which a graph can be generated by repeatedly sampling edges. Therefore, our objective in this section is to (a) identify an appropriate structural model, and (b) to devise a way to compute its required model parameters, Θ M , efficiently and accurately under differential privacy. For our purposes, the selected model should (1) capture structural features of social networks, including heavy-tailed degree distribution and high clustering; (2) be reasonably scalable (i.e., able to handle hundreds of thousands of nodes and millions of edges); and (3) be amenable to computation under differential privacy.
Recent work has extended popular structural models to support differential privacy, including exponential random graph models (ERGMs) [18] and the Kronecker graph model (KGM) [23] ; however neither of these models meets our needs. ERGMs can reproduce the degree distribution and clustering coefficients of an input graph, but they do not scale well beyond a few thousand nodes. Conversely, KGMs are more scalable but fail to capture the high clustering characteristic of real-world social networks [32, 26] .
From the broader graph analysis literature, two candidate models stand out: the Block Two-Phase Erdős-Rényi (BTER) model [31, 16] , and the Transitive Chung-Lu (TCL) model [26] . Both allow efficient generation of synthetic graphs that mimic the degree distribution as well as the distribution of clustering coefficients in an input graph. The models both take as input the target degree sequence, and a measure of clustering. At a high level, BTER models a graph as a collection of dense Erdős-Rényi (ER) subgraphs that are sparsely interconnected to form the global graph structure and aims to reproduce the degree-wise clustering coefficients, i.e., C D = {c i }, where c i is the ratio of the number of triangles involving nodes of degree i over the number of length-two paths centered at nodes of degree i. To do so, it requires C D , along with the degree sequence S, to be measured from the input graph and supplied as input to the algorithm. TCL, on the other hand, aims to reproduce the distribution of local clustering coefficients observed in the input graph. It extends the well-known Chung-Lu (CL) random graph model [6] by adding a transitive closure paramater, ρ, which controls the probability with which new edges create triangles (by connecting a node to a random two-hop neighbor), versus connecting two random nodes across the graph. The ρ parameter is a single value learned from the input graph via expectation-maximization.
From the privacy perspective, the degree sequence can be estimated from an input graph with reasonably high accuracy under differential privacy [11] . However, the clustering parameters used by these models are problematic. Under BTER, a single edge may be part of many triangles, and hence many coefficients can be affected. Moreover, adding or removing an edge e i j will change the degrees of nodes v i and v j , which could cause a significant change in four different c i 's (i.e., those of the old degrees d i , d j and the new degrees d i ± 1, d j ± 1). This translates into a high global sensitivity, and it is unclear whether it is possible to circumvent this issue. Under TCL, the main difficulty comes from the fact that the ρ parameter is tuned through multiple iterations of an expectation maximization algorithm. The tools do not currently exist to bound the impact of such a change on the final value of ρ. Proposed Approach. Motivated by the difficulty of incorporating differential privacy guarantees into existing generative social network models, we design a new model around a statistic for which accurate differentially private estimators are already known, namely the triangle count. Our model, which we call TriCycLe, is inspired by TCL. Rather than learning a transitive closure parameter, TriCycLe first estimates the number of triangles in the input graph and then rewires edges in a Chung-Lu seed graph until the desired number of triangles are present. In addition to being more amenable to differential privacy, we have found that TriCycLe often attains a better fit to the local clustering coefficient distribution than TCL.
In what follows, we give a brief overview of TCL and the CL model that it extends. We then describe how TriCycLe modifies TCL to replace the transitive closure parameter with the triangle count, and how that statistic is used to introduce the expected amounts of clustering into the output graph. The details of how the required model parameters-the degree distribution and number of triangles-can be estimated privately and efficiently are presented in Appendix C.3. Section 4 then explains how TriCycLe can be integrated into AGM as the underlying structural model.
A Review of CL and TCL. In the CL model, a graph is generated by (1) assigning a desired degree to every node based on the degree sequence of the input graph, and (2) sampling edges with a probability proportional to the desired degrees of the endpoint nodes; specifically, an edge e i j is sampled with probability
. A graph matching a given degree sequence is generated in O(m) steps by repeatedly sampling node pairs v i , v j independently from the distribution π, where π(i) = d i 2m , and then adding edge e i j to the sample graph. [28] gives an efficient implementation of the above idea, called Fast Chung-Lu (FCL). In FCL, nodes are sampled from π in constant time by constructing a vector of length 2m in which the ID of a node v i is repeated d i times, and then drawing nodes uniformly from this vector. Although CL therefore matches the desired degree distribution, it does not attempt to reproduce the amount of clustering in the input graph.
TCL extends CL to incorporate transitive edge formation, i.e., when a node connects to a friend of a friend. A transitive closure probability, ρ, controls the probability by which an edge is added between a randomly selected node and a two-hop neighbor (i.e., a friend of a friend), rather than to another randomly selected node, as in the CL model. Given a degree sequence S and ρ (learned from the input graph), TCL generates a synthetic graph in two phases. First, a seed graph of m edges is created using the CL procedure. Then TCL refines the seed graph by introducing triangles while preserving the expected degree sequence. Node v i is first sampled from the π distribution; then with probability ρ, v k is selected uniformly from v i 's neighbors and an edge is added between v i and a uniformly selected neighbor of v k , v j (if it doesn't already exist), which results in at least one new triangle. With probability 1 − ρ, the endpoint v j is sampled from π instead. After each new edge addition, the oldest edge in the graph is deleted to ensure that the expected degree sequence is maintained. The process of replacing edges continues until all old (seed) edges have been replaced.
TriCycLe Random Graph Model. Similarly to TCL, TriCycLe is based on the intuition that clustering in social graphs is attributable to triangles that form when a user is linked to a two-hop neighbor (i.e., a friend-of-a-friend). Therefore, TriCycLe attempts to reproduce the total number of triangles seen in the input graph by connecting nodes in this way. Like TCL, TriCycLe starts with a CL seed graph and iteratively replaces edges to create triangles. However, rather than using a transitive closure probability, we count the number of triangles in the input graph and then add transitive edges until the number of triangles in the resulting graph matches that of the input graph. The number of triangles in a graph can be accurately estimated under differential privacy using a recent technique [37] (Appendix C.3). Like TCL, for each transitive edge we add, we remove a seed edge to maintain the expected degree distribution; however, since the deleted edge may itself be part of one or more existing triangles, we reject proposed replacements that decrease the net triangle count. This check ensures that the algorithm terminates with the desired number of triangles.
Algorithm 1 gives the procedure for generating a graph with TriCycLe. The inputs to the algorithm are the degree sequence S = {d i |v i ∈ G} and the desired number of triangles n ∆ . For now, we assume that these two quantities have been directly measured from the input graph G (i.e., non-privately); in Appendix C.3, we explain how they can be accurately and efficiently estimated with
6:
if e i j / ∈ E T then
11:
e qr ← OLDESTEDGE(E T ) Get oldest edge to replace 12:
13:
14:
15:
if CN i j ≥ CN qr then
16: 
edges are sampled from the π distribution that is created from S. In the main loop (line 4), we add transitive edges one at a time until E T contains the desired number of triangles. A new edge is proposed by sampling a node v i from the π distribution (i.e., with probability proportional to node degree) and then selecting a random "friend of a friend", v j . Assuming the proposed edge e i j does not already exist in E T , we select the oldest edge e qr (line 11) to be deleted in order to maintain the expected degree distribution. In lines 12-14 we calculate the number of triangles that would be created (destroyed) by adding (deleting) edge e i j (e qr ). Note that we delete e qr in line 13 before computing CN i j , since its presence may affect the number of triangles created by connecting v i and v j . As long as the proposed edge addition/deletion does not decrease the number of triangles (line 15), we proceed with adding e i j in line 16 and updating the triangle count in line 17. Otherwise, we undo the deletion of e qr in line 19 before proceeding to the next iteration. Note that whenever the deletion of e qr is reverted, its timestamp is reset so that it becomes the youngest edge in E T ; this is an important detail, since without it, the algorithm could get stuck, as there may not (at that moment) be any other edges in the graph that participate in more triangles than e qr .
Extension to Handle Orphaned Nodes. A practical issue with the CL model, as well as TCL and TriCycLe, is that graphs generated by these models often contain many disconnected or orphaned nodes 2 , compared to the input graph. Some fraction of nodes will not be assigned any edges, or will be connected only to nodes that are themselves disconnected from the rest of the graph. For large social graphs with many low-degree nodes, these models can generate many orphaned nodes. For example, on the large Pokec social network dataset (Appendix A), over 100K of its 720K nodes (many degree-one and degree-two nodes) are orphaned in the output.
We propose an extension to TriCycle to address this issue (it 
Algorithm 2 PostProcessGraph
Input:
Select an orphaned node v i 6:
Delete edges incident to v i
9:
for j ← 1 . . . S v i do
10:
repeat 11:
E ← E ∪ e ik
14:
if m = m then
15:
Delete a random edge from E
16:
else 17:
could also be applied to CL and TCL). We observe that (1) most nodes that end up orphaned are those with a degree of one in the input graph, and (2) since degree-one nodes cannot be part of any triangle, there is no reason to pick such nodes in line 5 of Algorithm 1. Let N 1 denote the set of degree-one nodes in the input graph. We make the following changes to Algorithm 1: (1) exclude degree-one nodes from the π distribution computed on line 1; (2) when generating the CL graph in line 2, generate m − |N 1 | edges, rather than m edges; (3) wire up the degree-one nodes, and any other orphaned nodes, in a separate post-processing step, given by Algorithm 2. Note that we apply post-processing to both the CL graph generated in line 2 (of Algorithm 1), and to the final output graph, before it is returned in line 20. Post-processing takes as input nodes N and edges E, along with π and the degree sequence of the original input graph, which corresponds to the desired degrees for the nodes 3 . The main loop (lines 4-17) processes each orphaned node v i by deleting any existing incident edges (which could only be connected to other orphaned nodes), then connecting v i to the main connected component by adding edges to nodes in the main component (for which their desired degree has not yet been met) until v i 's desired degree is met. Upon adding a new edge, if we have more than the desired number of edges overall, we delete a randomly selected edge (line 15). Note that deleting existing edges (line 15) may result in additional orphaned nodes, therefore, we repeat this process as long as the graph is still disconnected. This process may destroy some triangles, but we found the impact to be minor in practice.
Empirical Evaluation. We validated the (non-private) graph models by generating synthetic versions of four real-world social graphs (see Appendix A) and comparing structural characteristics of the synthesized graphs to those of the original graphs. Figs. 2 (a)-(d) plot the degree distributions for the four datasets (on log-log scale), while Figs. 3 (a)-(d) plot the local clustering coefficient distributions. The y-axes give the complementary cumulative degree distribution (CCDF), i.e., the fraction of nodes with a greater degree or clustering coefficient than the x-value. Figures 3(a)-(d) show that, as expected, the clustering coefficient distributions from TCL and TriCycLe were much closer to that of the input than for FCL (which does not model clustering). On the two largest graphs, the clustering coefficients for FCL were all very close to zero. Compared to TCL, TriCycLe more closely appoximated clustering coefficients of Last.fm and Epinions graphs, while its performance was comparable to that of TCL on the Pet- Fig. 4a gives an overview of our DP of AGM. Fig. 4b depicts the sampling step (corresponding to the right-most block in 4a).
ster graph. For Pokec, TriCycLe seems to over-estimate the clustering coefficients. All three models approximate the degree distributions reasonably well (Figs. 2(a)-(d)), though on two datasets, TriCycLe generated slightly more high degree nodes. The bias is a consequence of requiring edge replacements to increase the triangle count; removing edges from high degree nodes tends to remove more triangles, so fewer such edges are removed. There seems to be an inherent tension between the fidelity of the degree distribution and that of the clustering characteristics. Nevertheless, TriCycLe captures both properties sufficiently well for the purposes of this work, which focuses on the privacy aspect; therefore, we defer further analysis and improvement of TriCycLe to future work.
AGM-DP: PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
In the previous section we described how we model attributes on nodes and the graph structure, and learn the model parameters under DP. In this section, we put the pieces together and outline the end-to-end workflow for synthesizing differentially private graphs that mimic the attribute correlations and structural properties of a given social network. For concreteness, the presented algorithm uses TriCycLe as the structural model; however, other generative structural models (with DP) can be used in its stead.
The original AGM algorithm generates a synthetic graph based on G by repeatedly sampling edges from an underlying structural model M. Each sampled edge is either acceped or rejected to the output graph based on the acceptance probabilities A. This process ends when the desired number of edges (i.e., m (G) ) are generated. However, TriCycLe (Section 3.3) does not fit this pattern directly, as it continues to refine an initial seed graph by replacing edges to create new triangles until the desired number of triangles exists in the output graph. To accommodate models such as TriCycLe, we move the accept/reject step into the sampling algorithm for the structural model-that is, we still compute acceptance probabilities as in the original AGM algorithm (with the alterations required to satisfy differential privacy), but we then pass the probabilities A into M's specific sampling algorithm when generating the final output graph. 4 Since TriCycLe only replaces edges until the desired number of triangles exist, there may be many edges that are not replaced and thus are not subjected to the acceptance probabil-
Split privacy budget ε among the parameters to be learned 3: Θ X ← LEARNATTRIBUTESDP(ε X , X, w) Learn DP approximations for each parameter from input graph G 4:
Compute Θ F from the graph G = { N, E, X}
11:
for y i ∈ Y F do 12:
13:
if A old = / 0 then
14:
R(y i ) ← R(y i ) × A old (y i )
15:
for y i ∈ Y F do 16:
Compute the acceptance probabilities 17:
Sample a new edge set using acceptance probabilities 18:
ities. Therefore, we also pass the acceptance probabilities into the CL seed graph generator on line 2 of Algorithm 1.
Our end-to-end differentially private workflow, AGM-DP, is given in Algorithm 3 and illustrated in Fig. 4 . It takes input graph G with w attributes, a global privacy budget ε, and a truncation parameter k. We split the privacy budget ε evenly in our empirical analysis (Section 5), i.e, ε X = ε F = 1 4 ε, ε M = ε S + ε ∆ = 1 4 ε + 1 4 ε, which seems to work well in practice; though other strategies could also be used. In lines 3-5, we learn the three sets of modeling parameters from the input graph using their respective differentially private learning procedures. Note that after line 5 we never look back at the raw input graph. Next we assign attribute vectors to nodes by sampling randomly from Θ X . Temporary edge set E is sampled independently of the node attributes. The loop beginning at line 9 computes edge acceptance probabilities by measuring the attribute correlations between Θ F in the current graph and Θ F derived from G Finally, new edges are sampled using the modified structural model discussed above (line 17). The process is iterated until the acceptance probabilities A converge (for simple models like FCL, only one iteration is required). In our experimental study, we found that A tended to converge after just a few iterations. The output graph G approximates a joint sampling of the structural model and the attribute correlations, and satisfies differential privacy. THEOREM 2. Algorithm 3 satisfies ε-differential privacy.
PROOF. The privacy budget ε is split into three parts, ε X , ε F , ε M , which are used in the learning procedures for the three sets of model parameters (lines 3-5). The fact that the learning procedures satisfy differential privacy with privacy parameters ε F , ε X , and ε M , respectively, follows from Thm. 8, Thm. 7, and Thm. 9, respectively. After line 5, the algorithm never looks back at the raw input data again. Thus, by sequential composition and post-processing invariance, we have that the algorithm as a whole satisfies ε-DP.
The time costs of our approach are discussed in Appendix C.4.
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
We present an experimental study of our DP adaptation of AGM on the four real-world social network datasets described in Appendix A. Our goal is to demonstrate that the synthetic graphs produced by AGM-DP reasonably preserve attribute correlations and structural properties of an input graph under privacy. We instantiate AGM-DP with the differentially private version of TriCycLe (referred to as AGMDP-TriCL henceforth), as well as a DP version of the simple FCL model (AGMDP-FCL henceforth) as the underlying structural models. For the latter, we modified the biascorrected FCL algorithm (cFCL) described in [26] to take a noisy degree sequence as input, generated using the constrained inference approach of [11] , just as was done for TriCycLe (Appendix C.3).
We experimented with four different privacy budgets, ε ∈ {0.2, 0.3, ln(2), ln(3)}; for the larger Pokec dataset, we used ε ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2} 5 . For AGM-DPTriCL, we divided the overall privacy budget ε evenly among the four model parameters: attribute distribution Θ X , attribute correlations Θ F , degree sequence S and number of triangles n ∆ . For AGMDP-FCL does not use n ∆ , so we allocated half of the budget to S and split the other half evenly between Θ F and Θ X . The truncation parameter, k, used in computing the private attribute correlations, was set to n 1 3 for all experiments. For both AGMDP-TriCL and AGMDP-FCL, on each setting of ε, we report average results over 1,000 synthetic graphs (100 for Epinions and Pokec). For comparison, we also report the results of AGM instantiated with the non-private versions of FCL and TriCycLe, denoted AGM-FCL and AGM-TriCL, respectively.
Statistics Evaluated
We compare synthetic and original graphs via several statistics.
Clustering Coefficients. We consider two measures of clustering. The global clustering coefficient (also called transitivity) of a graph G is defined as
where n ∆ is the number of triangles in G and n W is the number of wedges (i.e., length two paths) in G. Another measure is the average of the local clustering coefficients. The local clustering coefficient of a node v i ∈ N is given by
, and the average of the local clustering coefficients is denoted C = 1 n ∑ v i ∈N C i . The reason for using both these measures is that the former tends to emphasize the low-degree nodes while the latter emphasizes high-degree nodes. We report the 5 The large size of this dataset makes it much more robust to injected noise, so we use smaller (stronger) values for ε. mean relative error (MRE) of C and C between the synthetic graphs and the original graphs (denoted C and C in the tables).
Degree Distribution. To evaluate how well a synthetic graph captures the degree distribution of the input graph, we use the KolmogorovSmirnov (KS) statistic, which quantifies the maximum distance between the two degree distributions. Let F S and F S denote the cumulative distribution functions estimated from the sorted degree sequences of the original and synthetic graphs, respectively. Then
Since the KS statistic is known to be less sensitive to differences in the tails of the distributions, we also report the Hellinger distance between the two degree distributions (denoted D S , D S ), defined as
The smaller the values of both statistics, the closer (more similar) the degree distributions of the synthetic and original graphs.
Edge Count and Triangle Count. We report the mean relative error (MRE) for the number of edges (denoted simply as m in the tables) and the number of triangles (denoted as n ∆ in the tables) in the synthetic graphs relative to the original input graphs.
Attribute Correlations. To quantify the error in the attribute correlations in the synthetic graph, relative to the original graph, we report the MRE (denoted as simply Θ F in the tables), as well as the Hellinger distance, defined as
where Θ F and Θ F are the discrete probability distributions for the original and synthetic graphs, respectively. H Θ F lies in the range [0, 1], with a value near 0 meaning that the correlations in the synthetic graph closely approximate those in the input graph.
Results
Tables 2-5 summarize the experimental results on the four datasets. For each setting of the overall privacy budget (ε) we report the average error rates for the graphs synthesized by both AGMDPTriCL and AGMDP-FCL. Recall that a smaller ε translates to a stronger privacy guarantee; so the level of privacy (and, in general, the amount of error) increases as we move down the tables. To make the impact of the privacy mechanism clear, we include, at the top of each table, the error rates for the non-private version of AGM instantiated with FCL and TriCycLe (denoted AGM-FCL and AGM-TriCL, respectively).
Clustering. Recall that the FCL structural model includes no mechanism for capturing and reproducing clustering in the input graph, so the error rates for the triangle count (n ∆ ), average clustering coefficient (C) and the global clustering coefficient (C) are larger for FCL-based models than for the TriCycLe-based models, as expected. For that reason, the error rates for AGMDP-FCL on those three statistics serve as a good reference point for interpreting the corresponding results of AGMDP-TriCL. For instance, looking at the results on the Last.fm and Epinions datasets (Tables 2 and 4 , respectively) we see that even with a reasonably strong privacy budget of ε = 0.2, AGMDP-TriCL could reproduce the clustering observed in the input graph significantly better than AGMDP-FCL. For the large Pokec dataset, the error rates remained significantly below those of AGMDP-FCL, even with the extreme setting of ε = 0.01, typically the smallest ε seen in the DP literature. In Table 2 : Results for AGMDP-FCL and AGMDP-TriCL structural models on the Last.fm dataset for different privacy settings, ε.
Last.fm
Model Table 3 : Results for AGMDP-FCL and AGMDP-TriCL on the Petster dataset for different privacy settings, ε. fact, the error rates for those statistics are nearly unchanged (compared to the non-private counterpart) until ε was set ≤ 0.05. This is because the amount of noise added to preserve privacy is independent of the size of the input graph, so larger graphs achieve a more favorable signal-to-noise ratio for the model parameters. On the other hand, we see that on the smaller Petster dataset, the clustering produced by AGMDP-TriCL was no better than that produced by AGMDP-FCL, when ε < ln(2) (≈ 0.69).
Attribute-Edge Correlations. A baseline for attribute-edge correlations is to set all correlation probabilities to be equal 6 , independent of the data. This yields an average Hellinger distance of 0.37, 0.45, 0.55 and 0.5 and an MAE of 0.09, 0.11, 0.13 and 0.12 on Last.fm, Petster, Epinions and Pokec, respectively. Comparing against H Θ F and Θ F in the tables, we see that the error rates for the synthetic graphs generated by AGMDP-FCL and AGMDP-TriCL were significantly lower than the baseline error rates on all datasets, even under the strongest privacy settings tested. The difference was most dramatic on the larger datasets (Epinions and Pokec).
Degree Statistics. The error in degree statistics (H S and KS S ) grows more slowly for AGMDP-FCL than for AGMDP-TriCL (as ε decreases). This is because we allocated half of the privacy budget for computing the noisy degree sequence with AGMDP-FCL, while for AGMDP-TriCL we allocated only a quarter (the other quarter is used to estimate triangle counts, not needed by FCL). Thus, the degree sequence has more noise in AGMDP-TriCL for the same ε. To calibrate the error-rates, we note that the baseline model that assigns edges to nodes uniformly at random achieves 6 So for w = 2 attributes, we set each of the ten probabilities to 0.1. (Tables 4 and 5) . Similarly, the Hellinger distance for both models was less than half that of the baseline on all datasets: on Last.fm and Petster, we had H S ≤ 0.24, and on Epinions and Pokec we had H S ≤ 0.12. The number of edges in the synthetic graphs (m) is close to the input for small privacy budgets (ε = 0.2 for Last.fm, Petster and Epinions, and ε = 0.01 for Pokec) with the MRE below 0.08 on the small Last.fm and Petster datasets, below 0.04 on Epinions and below 0.085 on Pokec.
Discussion
Our experiments demonstrate that it is possible to generate synthetic attributed social graphs with reasonably high fidelity, without sacrificing privacy. An important takeaway from the results is that, while the proposed framework performs well even on very small graphs, its power really becomes evident when applied on moderate to large input graphs. In particular, we saw that on the reasonably large Pokec social network, we generated very accurate synthetic graphs even under the strongest privacy regime for DP used in the literature (i.e., ε = 0.01).
We focused our empirical analysis on graphs with w = 2 node attributes, however our framework is not limited to two-dimensional attribute vectors. Although the sensitivity of the approach is not affected by the number of attributes, we can expect the error rates to increase as w increases, since the number of counts that must be 
Epinions
Model Table 5 : Results for AGMDP-FCL AGMDP-TriCL on the Pokec dataset for different privacy settings, ε. computed for Θ X and Θ F increase exponentially with w, leading to smaller counts and hence a higher noise-to-signal ratio. Likewise, we expect error rates to decrease when using w = 1.
RELATED WORK
Prior studies have shown that simple graph anonymization techniques are vulnerable to a number of attacks that can allow an attacker to reidentify individuals and determine the presence of specific edges [1, 10, 24] . Initial attempts to address these types of attacks (e.g., [17, 38, 39] ) made strong assumptions about the attacker's background knowledge and lacked formal privacy guarantees. More recently, focus has shifted to extending the strong formal privacy guarantees of differential privacy to graph data. This work has generally pursued one of two directions: methods for privately computing specific statistics, and private graph release.
Private Graph Statistics. Hay et al. [11] considered releasing the degree distribution of a graph under edge-differential privacy using a constrained inference technique. The idea is to impose an ordering constraint on the pre-noise degree sequence, add Laplace noise to the sorted sequence then post-process the noisy sequence to restore the order constraint.
Subgraph counting queries ask how many "edge-induced isomorphic copies" of a query graph Q (e.g., triangle), are present in G. Although subgraph counting has high global sensitivity in general, Karwa et al. extend smooth sensitivity for specific queries such as triangles and k-stars. Wang et al. outlined a general, divide and conquer approach using smooth sensitivity for graph analysis tasks that have low local sensitivity, such as clustering coefficient [35] . Zhang et al. [37] defined the Ladder framework for producing accurate DP estimates of subgraph counting queries, including triangles and k-stars. The Ladder framework combines the concept of "local sensitivity at distance t" [25] with the exponential mechanism [22] . Shen and Yu [33] consider finding frequently occurring subgraphs under differential privacy.
Private Graph Release. Mir and Wright [23] focused on generating representative synthetic graphs via the Kronecker graph model. Their approach estimates the (single) model parameter from the input graph under edge-differential privacy. Sala et al.'s Pygmalion model uses the dK-series of the input graph, which records the distribution of the pairs of degrees observed on edges [30] . The proposed approach is based on local sensitivity, and so does not provide differential privacy. Subsequent work combined the dk-series model that constructs a synthetic graph via smooth sensitivity [34] .
Xiao et al. encode the structure of a graph via private edgecounting queries, under the hierarchical random graph (HRG) model, and claim better results than the dK-series approach [36] . Chen et al. [4] use the exponential mechanism to sample an adjacency matrix after clustering the input graph. Proserpio et al. [29] suggest non-uniformly down-weighting the edges of a graph in order to reduce high global sensitivity due to the possibility of very high degree nodes. They demonstrate the approach, combined with MCMC-based sampling, to generate private synthetic graphs. Our work differs from all these prior works, in particular as we aim to (privately) model both structure and attribute correlations.
Node Differential Privacy. The prior work discussed above adopts edge-differential privacy. In the more challenging model of node-differential privacy, neighboring graphs differ in a single node and all of its incident edges. While smooth sensitivity has been useful for taming high global sensitivity under edge-differential privacy, it appears less effective for node differential privacy. This is because in node-differential privacy, even the local sensitivity of basic statistics can be very high. For example, the number of edges in a graph can increase by n (the number of nodes) if we add a new node connected to all others, so even the local sensitivity of edge counting is n. To disallow such cases, Chen and Zhou propose a recursive mechanism based on the notion of local empirical sensitivity, which considers only the effects of deleting of an existing node from the input graph [5] . Kasiviswanathan et al. [14] and Blocki et al. [2] independently proposed the idea of using low-sensitivity transforms to project an input graph onto the set of degree-bounded graphs. By bounding the maximum degree of the input graph, the sensitivity becomes bounded and can be significantly reduced. When the degree bound, D, is set so that most of the nodes in the graph have degree ≤ D, very little error is introduced by the projection operation; however, choosing an appropriate bound can be difficult in practice.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work proposed a differentially private adaptation of the Attributed Graph Model (AGM) of [27] . Our framework is capable of modeling and synthesizing attributed social networks that mimic the structural properties and attribute correlations of an input network, without disclosing individual relationships and attributes. We explored three different approaches for accurately modeling the attribute correlations under differential privacy, identifying edge truncation to be the most effective choice. We introduced a new structural model capable of reproducing the important structural properties of social networks, including the degree distribution and the distribution of local clustering coefficients, and showed that the parameters required by the model can be accurately estimated under differential privacy. Finally, we presented an end-to-end workflow for generating private, synthetic social graphs with our framework and demonstrated its efficacy through experiments on four real-world social network datasets.
We believe this work lays a good foundation for providing differential privacy guarantees for attributed graph analysis; however, there remain many avenues for future work. We limited our focus to achieving edge differential privacy for undirected social graphs with a relatively small number of binary node attributes. We conclude by briefly discussing what would be needed to remove each of these restrictions.
Other Graph Types. We chose to focus on attributed social networks in this work for concreteness; however the proposed framework could be extended to support other types of attributed graphs by plugging in an appropriate underlying structural model for M. As long as the structural model satisfies differential privacy, the framework as a whole will still satisfy differential privacy.
Non-Binary Attributes. Our framework can support non-binary categorical or continuous attributes by simply converting each attribute to a series of binary attributes, one per category or range 7 . Although increasing the number of attributes, w, has no impact on the sensitivity of our approach, it does increase the number of counts that need to be computed for Θ X and Θ F ; thus we can expect the accuracy of the generated graphs to degrade as w increases, due to a higher noise-to-signal ratio for the counts. In general, the larger the graph, the more attributes that could be supported accurately, since the amount of noise is also independent of the size of the graph. It may also be of interest to support edge attributes (e.g., trust or friendship strength), which would need an additional correlation model. Directed Edges. Modeling attribute-edge correlations under directed edges increases the number of counts computed for Θ F from 2 w +1 2 to 4 w . However, the sensitivity does not change. The structural model also needs to capture directionality. This is more challenging, since the current approaches (TriCycle and FCL) make use of the degree sequence. Switching to using the in-degree and outdegree sequence is not compatible with the constrained inference of [11] , so this helpful post-processing step would be lost.
Node Differential Privacy. In this work we focused on satisfying edge-differential privacy, in which neighboring graphs differ in a single edge or the attributes of a single node. A stronger notion of adjacency which has been studied in a few recent works is nodedifferential privacy, in which neighboring graphs differ in a single node and all of its adjacent edges (and/or the attributes associated with one node). This is a more difficult definition to satisfy, as it translates to a much higher sensitivity for many tasks. A promising approach for computing Θ F under node-privacy is to use the same edge truncation approach but then to add noise according to its smooth sensitivity in the node-adjacency model. In a preliminary experiment we found that using this approach, the Hellinger distance between the original and noisy correlation probabilities was still better than the baseline when ε ≥ ln(2) on Last.fm, when ε ≥ 0.3 on Petster, when ε ≥ 0.2 on Epinions, and when ε ≥ 0.05 on Pokec; δ was fixed at 0.01 for the experiment. The problem of developing a node-private approach for fitting a suitable structural model remains a challenging open problem.
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Pokec is a popular Slovakian online social network. This dataset is publicly available as part of the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection 11 and contains directed friendship edges and node attributes such as gender, age, hobbies, etc. As with the Epinions dataset, we converted the edges to undirected by keeping mutual friendships. We used two attributes: sex and age. We converted age into a binary attribute by assigning a value of 1 for ages ≤ 30 and 0 for ages greater than 30. We ignored nodes with missing values for gender or age.
For all datasets, we considered only the main connected component (after converting to undirected edges, where applicable). Table 6 summarizes the four (pre-processed) datasets, with respect to various statistics.
B. ATTRIBUTE-EDGE CORRELATIONS
In this Appendix, we consider other approaches to generate the needed attribute edge correlation distribution Θ F , and compare them to our proposed Edge Truncation method. The first generates connection counts which can be normalized to generate Θ F , while the second directly produces a probability distribution.
B.1 Direct Approach with Smooth Sensitivity.
In real-world social graphs, most nodes share edges with only a small fraction of the other nodes in the graph. Smooth sensitivity, proposed by Nissim et al. [25] , offers a general approach for getting around a high global sensitivity due to unlikely inputs. We add noise according to a smooth upper bound on the local sensitivity, which is based on the actual input rather than an improbable worst-case input. However, there is no automatic procedure for determining the smooth sensitivity of a computation, so we must derive it manually for our specific task. We begin by observing that the local sensitivity f Q F (that is, the function that computes the set Q F ) is twice the maximum node degree. PROOF. The greatest impact to Q F comes from changing the attribute vector associated with the highest degree node, which would have the effect of reducing some subset of the counts by an amount equal to d max , and increase another subset of the counts by the same amount. The impact of adding or removing an edge is just an increasing or decrease of one to a single count, which is negligible by comparison.
Adding noise directly calibrated to the local sensitivity does not satisfy differential privacy, because the magnitude of the noise may itself leak information about the underlying data. Rather, smooth sensitivity can be expressed in terms of the local sensitivity at distance t from the input graph (Section 2.3). where, d(G, G ) is fewest number of edges that would need to be added/removed or the fewest number of nodes whose attributes would need to be changed to transform G into G .
For typical graphs and typical settings of ε, δ ≈ 0, this function is maximized when t = 0, yielding twice the maximum degree. Setting the derivative of the right hand side to zero and solving, we arrive at the following corollaries. , and fixed ε, we have S * Q F ,β (G) = 2d max , for any δ ≥ 2e −(εd max )/2 .
For many real-world social networks, we can expect the maximum degree to be a small fraction of the total number of nodes, and thus using smooth sensitivity should work reasonably well.
B.2 SA-Based Approach.
In the context of traditional databases, the sample and aggregate framework (SA) was originally proposed by Nissim et al. [25] as a general procedure for satisfying differential privacy in situations where determining the global (or smooth) sensitivity of a function is difficult or inefficient. The idea is as follows: to compute a differentially private estimate of a function f on dataset D, where n = |D|, first partition D into t = n/k smaller datasets of k records each (for some k), denoted D 1 , . . . , D t . Then, compute f on each of the t smaller datasets, yielding the set Z = {z 1 , . . . , z t }, where
is estimated by applying an aggregation function Agg (e.g., mean) to the set Z and adding noise according to the global (or smooth) sensitivity of Agg. For example, if the range of f is [0, 1] and A is the mean function, then we could add noise with sensitivity 1/t to the output of Agg(Z).
We extend this idea to the graph analysis domain to get around the high global sensitivity of Θ F , as follows. For a given input graph G with n nodes, we first randomly partition the nodes into t = n/k disjoint groups of k nodes each. Let g 1 , . . . , g m be the set of induced subgraphs, such that g i is the subgraph induced by the nodes in group i. Note that (a) partitioning the nodes randomly does not impact the sensitivity, and (b) by working with the induced subgraphs, we ensure that a change to one node in the input graph G will only impact a single subgraph. Thus, we can apply a function f to each subgraph, aggregate the individual answers and add noise.
To compute Θ F , we find the
connection probabilities (not the counts) for each subgraph, average the corresponding probabilities across all subgraphs and add Laplace noise to each average. This approach has a global sensitivity of t . Finally, after adding noise to the probabilities, we must divide them by their sum to ensure that they add up to one.
This approach introduces two types of error into the resulting probabilities: estimation error, due to averaging over outputs from the subgraphs, and perturbation error due to the Laplace noise. The accuracy will thus depend on balancing the two sources of error by selecting an appropriate size k for the subgraphs. A larger k gives fewer but bigger subgraphs, which reduces estimation error at the cost of increasing the perturbation error; conversely, a smaller k gives a greater number of small subgraphs, which reduces perturbation error at the cost of more estimation error.
B.3 Comparison of Approaches.
Figures 5(a)-5(d) compare the mean absolute errors 12 (MAE) of the three proposed approaches for different privacy settings, ε, on four datasets (Last.fm, Petster, Epinions and Pokec, described in Appendix A) with w = 2 attributes. The error-rates are taken over 10,000 trials (1,000 for the larger Epinions and Pokec datasets). In the plots, Smooth denotes the smooth sensitivity-based approach, EdgeTrunc is the edge truncation approach, and S&A is the sample and aggregate-based approach. The truncation parameter for EdgeTrunc and the group-size parameter for S&A were tuned empirically to minimize the MAE. Note that such tuning should be counted against the privacy budget for a real release; here, we discount this to see the relative performance. For the smooth sensitivity approach, we used negligible δ = 10 −6 .
As a baseline, we included results for the naïve approach (dashed line) in which noise from Lap 2n−2 ε is simply added to each connection count and then normalized by the sum to get Θ F . A useful approach should have an MAE well below this line. The main takeaways from these results are that (1) all of the approaches work reasonably well at the weakest privacy setting tested (ε = 1), but edge truncation appears to be the best choice across all datasets and privacy settings tested; (2) in general, the larger the input graph, the lower the error. On the large Pokec dataset (m = 3, 725, 424) all of the approaches perform well, even with the strongest privacy setting tested. For EdgeTrunc, the MAE comes very close to zero, even for ε = 0.1. Given the superior performance of EdgeTrunc, we chose to limit our focus to that approach for privately computing Θ F in the remainder of this work.
C. DP ALGORITHMS
For completeness, we summarize the procedure for computing a differentially private version of Θ F , denoted Θ F , with edge truncation, as described in Section 3.1. The pseudocode is in Algorithm 4 and we prove its privacy guarantee in Theorem 7.
C.1 Computing Correlations Privately
THEOREM 7. Algorithm 4 satisfies ε-differential privacy. 12 That is, the mean error between privately computed probabilities and true probabilities computed directly from the input graph.
Algorithm 4 LearnCorrelationsDP
Input: ε, G, k, w Output:
Truncate G using the truncation operator µ from Def. 2 2:
Compute the set of counts on truncated graph G 3: for y i ∈ Y F w do 4:
Add Laplace noise to each count and clamp range 5: q sum ← max y i Q(y i ) 6: for y i ∈ Y F w do 7:
The global sensitivity of truncating G to get k-bounded graph G followed by computing Q F on G (lines 1-2) was shown to be 2k by Proposition 1. In line 4, we add independent noise from Lap 2k ε , which gives ε-differential privacy (Laplace mechanism). The remainder of the algorithm, including clamping the noisy counts to the range (0, n), operates only on the noisy counts, and therefore has no impact on the privacy guarantee. Thus, Algorithm 4 satisfies ε-differential privacy.
C.2 Private Release of Attribute Distribution
Algorithm 5 outlines the procedure for computing the attribute distribution, Θ X that was described in Section 3.2. The formal statement of its privacy guarantee is then proved with Theorem 8. THEOREM 8. Algorithm 5 satisfies ε-differential privacy.
PROOF. Let G = (N, E, X) be an arbitrary input graph and let G = (N, E, X ) be the neighboring graph created by changing the attributes of one node, say v i ∈ N, from x i to x i , where f w (x i ) = y i and f w (x i ) = y j where y i , y j ∈ Y w , y i = y j . Then we have that q i = q i − 1 and q j = q j + 1, and q k = q k , ∀ k k = i, k = j. Thus, the global sensitivity of f Q X (X) (line 1) is 2. In line 3, we add independent Laplace noise with mean zero and scale equal to 2 ε , which gives ε-differential privacy. (Laplace mechanism). The remainder of the algorithm, including clamping the noisy counts to the range (0, n), operates on the noisy counts, and so does not impact privacy.
C.3 Privately Fitting TriCycLe
The two inputs required by the algorithm are the degree sequence S and the number of triangles n ∆ , measured from the input graph G. Here we discuss how to compute differentially private estimates of these statistics using existing techniques, resulting in a DP graph generation process.
C.3.1 Degree Sequence
The degree sequence of input graph G is the multiset S = {d i |v i ∈ N}. A straightforward way to satisfy DP for S is to apply the Laplace mechanism, adding independent noise from Lap(2/ε) to each d i ∈ S; the global sensitivity is two because adding or removing an edge of G changes the degrees of exactly two nodes by one. However, this approach introduces a lot of noise, especially in low degree nodes, which are abundant in real social graphs. Instead, we can improve the estimate by observing that the mapping between a specific node and its degree is unimportant for how TriCycLe uses the degree sequence-we only need the sequence of degrees, the order is unimportant. [11] proposes an approach for accurately estimating the degree sequence of a graph based on constrained inference-recall that ε-differential privacy is invariant under post-processing, so this step does not affect the guarantee. The high-level idea is to sort the degree sequence prior to adding noise and then to post-process the noisy sequence to enforce the ordering condition, thereby canceling out much of the noise.
The algorithm in [11] starts by computing the actual degrees for each node, forming degree sequence S. It then sorts S in nondecreasing order and adds independent noise drawn from Lap(2/ε) to each degree, yielding noisy degree sequenceS; the addition of noise may cause the ordering constraint to be violated. A constrained inference procedure is applied toS to find the S that is "closest" toS (i.e., the minimum L 2 distance) that also satisfies the ordering constraint. A dynamic programming solution given in [11] performs the constrained inference operation in linear time.
C.3.2 Triangle Count
TriCycLe also needs the number of triangles in the input graph. The challenge here, from the privacy perspective, is that the global sensitivity of triangle counting is prohibitively high, since in the worst case there could be a single edge that is shared by every triangle in the graph-for a graph with n nodes, adding or removing a single edge could change the triangle count by up to n − 2. Consequently, direct application of the Laplace mechanism yields a very inaccurate count. Fortunately, real-world graphs typically do not contain such pathological structures, and tend to have local sensitivities that are much lower. Triangle counting has been extensively studied in the context of differential privacy (e.g., [25, 37, 13, 5] ). The most effective approaches take advantage of the above observation in some way to reduce the amount of noise required to satisfy differential privacy.
The state-of-the-art approach for differentially private triangle counting is based on the Ladder framework [37] , which effectively combines the concept of "local sensitivity at distance t", from the smooth sensitivity framework [25] , with the exponential mechanism [22] . In the context of triangle counting, it has been shown to provide better accuracy and has the added benefit that it provides pure differential privacy, rather than the weaker notion of (ε, δ )- Add independent Laplace noise to each coordinate of degree sequence S 6: Apply constrained inference (Algorithm 1 from [11] ) to S to getS 7: ford i ∈S do 8:
Roundd i to the nearest integer in {0, . . . , n − 1} 9: n ∆ ← NOISESAMPLE( f n ∆ , E, ε ∆ ) Get a differentially private estimate of the triangle count using Algorithm 1 from [37] 10: return Θ M = {S, n ∆ } differential privacy provided by the smooth sensitivity framework. The local sensitivity of a function f at distance t (from the input graph) is denoted LS t f (G), and quantifies the maximum local sensitivity among all graphs that can be formed from G by adding or deleting up to t edges. The resulting mechanism allows us to sample an approximate value for the triangle count, such that better approximations are exponentially more likely to be sampled.
C.3.3 Algorithm for Fitting TriCycLe-DP.
Algorithm 6 summarizes the procedure for fitting the parameters used by TriCycLe from an input graph G, while Thm. 9 shows that the algorithm satisfies ε-differential privacy.
THEOREM 9. Algorithm 6 satisfies ε-differential privacy. PROOF. Let G = (N, E, X) be an arbitrary input graph and, without loss of generality, suppose we form a neighboring graph G by adding an arbitrary edge e i j , such that the degrees of the two incident nodes in G are d, d respectively. Let S and S denote the degree sequence vectors for G and G sorted in non-descending order, respectively. Thus, relative to S, two values in S are different: the right-most d has changed to d + 1 and the right-most d has become d + 1. Thus, the L 1 difference |S − S| = 2, which gives a global sensitivity of 2. In line 5 we add Laplace noise to each coordinate of the sorted degree sequence vector. Since the global sensitivity is 2 and we add Laplace noise with a scale of 2 ε S , giving ε S -differential privacy for the degree sequence. Performing the constrained inference procedure on the noisy degree sequence (line 6) has no effect on the privacy guarantee, since it does not look at the original degree sequence; likewise for the subsequent rounding of the post-processed degrees. Line 9 computes an ε ∆ -differentially private estimate of the number of triangles in G using the Ladder framework of [37] . By sequential composition, these two computations together satisfy ε-differential privacy, where ε = ε S +ε ∆ .
C.4 Running Time Analysis
Relative to the non-private version of AGM, the privacy mechanisms in AGM-DP add relatively little computational overhead. The truncation operation in LearnCorrelationsDP runs in O(m) and sampling noise from the Laplace distribution takes constant time. The underlying structural model dominates the running time of our framework. Quantitatively, we note that on the largest graph in our experiments (Pokec), generating a synthetic graph with AGM-DPTriCycLe took about 85 minutes on a Core i7 desktop with 12GB of RAM. Apart from sampling the edges, computing the private triangle count was the most expensive operation (≈ 12 minutes using the Ladder framework of [37] ). Our prototype was implemented in Python and was not optimized for speed; implementation in a faster language, such as C++, would likely result in significant speedups.
